


All Masters include...

Computer, Printer and 
WinPerm™ Permeability 
Software

Package  Environmental 
Chamber (PEC)

be incorporated

® based software control

increased sensitivity

temperature and relative        
humidity environments

Satellite G or W module

8 TEST CELL 
SYSTEM
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Relative humidity is set via the software

Self-contained heating/cooling 
unit on sub-ambient temperature 
controlled modules

Self-contained pump and plumbing

Enclosed test chamber cover

Probes, flow, & purge controls 
on test cell platform

Water level view port (on G versions only)

Ergonomically designed finger 
access to recessed cell arm 
positioner

System status indicators

Built-in 
selectable 

reference cell

Patented dual test cells per module

Proprietary 
modulated infrared 
sensor

Electronics and 
master control boards 
communicating with 
computer and MOCON 
Permeability Software 
(WinPerm™)

(carrier gas) (test gas)
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Figure 1. It remains necessary for laboratories 
to choose on which test conditions they will 
standardize. Typical ones are shown above. Due to 
the extreme effects that temperature and relative 
humidity have on permeation, these remain the 
two chief sources of inconsistency of data between 
labs and from operator to operator. Additionally, the 
calibration method used and the operator will affect 
answers. The PERMATRAN-W® 3/33 makes it easy to 
control variables such as temperature and humidity 
without the need for climate controlled rooms, or 
salt solutions to control humidity.  Repeatability 
from operator to operator, and lab to lab is assured. 
Precise answers can be achieved each time a test is 
performed.

Figure 3. Water vapor transmission rates of 
selected materials at 90% RH.

*Graphs are not actual tests, but are for demonstration purposes only. 

Figure 2. Temperature, thickness, and relative 
humidity affects the WVTR transmission rate 
of materials as shown above with the PET 
samples. A variety of combinations of materials, 
thicknesses, temperatures, and relative humidity 
can be tested on the PERMATRAN-W® 3/33 
System.

Figure 4. The PERMATRAN-W® 3/33 System provides 
precise relative humidity with RH probes located at 
the site of the test sample. The data shown above 
demonstrates the importance of testing RH sensitive 
samples at precise RH. There is a marked variance 
in WVTR between actual and the factored RH driving 
force as shown in these examples.
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